
Bank A Bug !
Initiative for establishing Microbial Inventory in BioGene (Biodiversity Gene Bank of GSBTM, DST, GoG) 

 

Performa for Depositing a Culture
1.Name of the Depositor: 

2.Designation: 

3.Address of the Organization: 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Phone No: 

5.Mobile No: 

6.E-mail address: 

7. Number of Samples to be Submitted:  

8. Number and Name of Cultures for public access:  

 

 

9.Number and Name of cultures for secured access:  

(Please fill separate forms for each culture-Annexure-I ) 

 

 

 



Terms and conditions for submission: 

1. All the cultures once deposited to BioGene will be joint belongings of depositor and BioGene, 
GSBTM, DST, GoG. 

2. BioGene will make best efforts for the preservation and maintenance of the culture; but It will 
not take any responsibility of loss of culture because of any accidental hazards.  

3. For all the secured cultures; author has to submit Rs. 500/sample for initial three years of time. 
Post that duration if secured deposition is not continued by the submitter it will be moved to 
public access culture by BioGene.  

4. If a submitter wants to continue particular culture in secured access; fees and other terms and 
conditions will applicable as on that time. 

5. BioGene presently can handle cultures only falling under BSL-2 hazard groups, if an unknown 
culture found to be on higher risk side (by molecular identification method) it will be destroyed 
without permission of the depositor with the proper disposal mechanism by BioGene.  

6. Payment will be required to be made through Demand draft. The payment done will be non 
refundable. 

7. The facility is being operated on non profit basis. However in the interests of long term 
sustainability of the facility charges will be revised on no cost no profit basis. 

8. Depending upon the cost of maintenance, the rate of culture submission fee is liable to be 
revised and change from time to time. New rated will be applicable to new submissions.  

9. Submission under secured access will not be considered as submission under Patent treaty 
which BioGene does not operate or authorize at present. 

10. The detailed information asked in proforma reflects the academic authenticity. This will help to 
develop the information base which is required and desirable for match making, or culture 
exchange and culture transfer for potential organisms. Hence the depositor is requested to 
provide the detailed scientific information of the organism.  

 

I/ We hereby agree to follow above terms and conditions for depositing the cultures. 

 

 

 Signature with official stamp 

 

 Date: 

 

 Place: 


